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Introduction

There are hundreds of school violence-prevention programs in the United States. The drive behind the development of these programs seems to be the nature of school violence more than the number of violent acts. Local school districts select programs designed to address acts of violence specific to their school or community. Conspicuously absent from the menu of violence-prevention offerings is civic education curricula. Research in the field of civic education has long demonstrated that the development of responsible citizenship skills, both intellectual and participatory can play a defining role in the way students act and think.

In 1999, the Center for Civic Education (Center), based in Los Angeles, California, was awarded a grant from the United States Department of Education to implement a program for middle-school-aged students that would develop intellectual and participatory skills essential to effective and responsible citizenship. The program was designed to have a research component to study the effects of using education in civic values and principles to ameliorate or diminish tendencies toward violence among youth. The program, titled School Violence Prevention Demonstration Program, is an attempt to draw attention to ways in which civic education can be used for violence prevention. The program is a first step in acquiring much needed research on the effects of curriculum on known behavior patterns that lead to violence.

The School Violence Prevention Demonstration Program’s first-year pilot began in May 1999. It was implemented in seven large urban school districts, an ambitious undertaking considering the size of participating school districts.

Role of the Center for Civic Education in development of domestic and international programs

The Center is a nonprofit educational corporation that has been engaged in developing civic education programs and curricula since 1964. The Center has its roots in the interdisciplinary Committee on Civic Education formed at the University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA). The Committee was established to develop curricular programs in precollegiate civic education. It consisted of faculty from the departments of philosophy and political science, the Law School, and School of Education. The Committee developed a statewide civic education curriculum for the state bar of California called the Law in a Free Society program, which focused on basic concepts of constitutional government: justice, authority, privacy, responsibility, freedom, property, diversity, and participation. The program was designed to serve kindergarten through twelfth grade. In 1981, the Center became an independent nonprofit organization.

The mission of the Center is to promote informed, responsible participation in civic life by citizens committed to values and principles fundamental to American constitutional democracy. Today, the Center administers a wide range of critically acclaimed curricular, teacher-training, professional development, and community-based programs. The Center’s curricular programs have reached more than 26 million students. The Center also directs a campaign to gain national recognition for the need for comprehensive education for democratic citizenship.
The principal goals of the Center's programs are to help students develop (1) an increased understanding of the institutions of American constitutional democracy and foster a reasoned commitment to the fundamental principles and values upon which they are founded, (2) the skills necessary to participate as effective and responsible citizens, and (3) the willingness to use democratic procedures for making decisions and managing conflict.

Internationally the Center provides assistance through teacher training and curriculum development to more than 30 emerging democracies that wish to teach the principles and values of democracy and their concomitant intellectual and participatory skills.

**Review of recent research**

Research shows that American educators and policymakers deal with violence in our schools by using a variety of strategies, often in combination. One approach is to change the physical environment of a school by installing metal detectors and employing security guards. Another is to improve the school’s social environment through after-school sports and hobby programs. Some schools create cooperative relationships with police departments. Other approaches include anger management, conflict resolution, peer mediation, and anti-bullying programs.

In 1997, the National Institute of Justice released a report entitled “Preventing Crime: What Works, What Doesn't, What’s Promising.” According to the report, teaching strategies with the greatest chance of stemming violence among children and youth share the following characteristics:

- They build the school's capacity to initiate and sustain innovation
- They clarify and communicate norms of behavior by
  - establishing and enforcing school rules,
  - emphasizing positive reinforcement of appropriate behavior, and
  - utilizing school-wide campaigns
- They focus on social competency skills, e.g., self-control, stress-management, responsible decision-making, social problem solving, and communication
- They are of long duration to reinforce competency skills


One year earlier, the Department of Education and the Office of Educational Research and Improvement (OERI) introduced the Safe, Disciplined, and Drug-Free Schools Expert Panel.
This panel established guidelines that indicated risk and preventive factors for youth. These factors included the need for “norms regarding violence, attachment to pro-social others, social and emotional competency, social organization and the capacity to solve community problems, laws and consistency of their enforcement, belief in society’s rules, academic performance, and attachment and commitment to school.” (U.S. Department of Education. May 1999. Safe, Disciplined, and Drug-Free Schools Expert Panel.)

A study by Mark W. Lipsey and James H. Derzon titled Predictors of Violent or Serious Delinquency by Age Group: A Comparative Ranking indicated that the strongest predictors of violence for the 12-14 age group were lack of social ties and involvement with antisocial peers. (Lipsey, Mark W. and Derzon, James H. 1998. Predictors of Violent or Serious Delinquency by Age Group: A Comparative Ranking. Thousand Oaks, California. Sage Publications.)

Another study published by the Drug Strategies Research Institute indicates that effective violence-prevention programs exhibit the following characteristics. They

- reinforce the idea that aggression and violence are not normal or acceptable behavior
- teach communication and conflict-resolution skills through group discussions and role-playing
- include material for diverse student populations
- include teacher training and improvements to school operations

One researcher took a closer look at the relationship between academic achievement and violent behavior. According to Dr. Deborah Prothrow-Stith of Harvard University's School of Public Health, “learning itself is a form of violence prevention” and “children who succeed at school are at less risk for violence than their non-successful peers.” (Prothrow-Stith, D., and Weissman, M. 1991. Dangerous Consequences. New York. Harper Collins.)

The literature related to school violence points out that prevention programs are rarely included in the regular school curriculum. The existing programs are taught in addition to the regular school curriculum or are after- or before-school programs. Most do not emphasize academic performance, social skill development through cooperative learning, or reinforcement of social norms through curriculum.

**Need for the program**

The Center believes that civic education is crucial to the development of the skills and dispositions which are necessary for citizens to become an effective and integral part of our democracy and way of life. Those skills and dispositions are directly related to helping students avoid using violence as a means of resolving conflict.

One thing that all studies acknowledge is the need to constantly reinforce the positive norms of society. Failure to encourage positive student attitudes can lead to their decline and possibly to an increase in school violence and violent behavior by youth in the larger society. The School Violence Prevention Demonstration Program has important implications for the way in which schools make use of alternate teaching strategies as well as education for democracy content, which may prevent violence while helping students develop into informed, effective, and responsible citizens.
Research related to the effectiveness of Center programs on student and adult knowledge of
the Constitution and the Bill of Rights and our system of government has been ongoing for ten
years. It was recently decided to expand that research to include exploring the positive effects
of civic education on attitudes and dispositions that may lead to violence among children and
youth. The School Violence Prevention Demonstration Program’s research findings will
add to the field of violence-prevention strategies and methodology.

Objectives of the program

The Center’s School Violence Prevention Demonstration Program will provide empirical
evidence in response to the following questions:

1. Will the teaching of civics and government, using quality educational materials taught by
   well-trained teachers, increase students’ civic knowledge, sense of civic responsibility,
tolerance for the ideas of others, respect for authority and the law, and the need for
   inclusion of all people in the social and political process?

2. Can regular classroom subject areas that are required by most state and local frameworks
   be enhanced to include effective violence prevention strategies?

Curriculum design using Center for Civic Education
materials and methodology

Since 1964, the Center through its various programs and curricula has been involved in
reinforcing social norms of justice, responsibility, and respect for authority and the law. The
Center has produced K-12 curricula for civics and government as well as the National
Standards for Civics and Government. A complete list of Center curricular programs is in
Appendix A. The School Violence Prevention Demonstration Program used the following
curricula as basal study materials.

We the People… The Citizen and the Constitution is a program that teaches essential
concepts and fundamental values of the United States Constitution and the Bill of Rights. The
curriculum is available at three grade or skill levels. Critical-thinking exercises, problem-
solving activities, and cooperative-learning techniques help develop the participatory skills
necessary for students to become active responsible citizens. The program’s culminating
activity is a simulated congressional hearing wherein students who work in cooperative teams
are given the opportunity to demonstrate their knowledge while they evaluate, take, and
defend positions on relevant historical and contemporary issues before panels of
knowledgeable judges from the school or community.

We the People… Project Citizen promotes competent and responsible participation in state
and local government. It actively engages young people in learning how to monitor and
influence public policy. Students identify and study a public policy issue; they work in groups
and undertake specific tasks related to the issue. They then create a portfolio displaying each
group’s work and offering a solution and implementation plan. The portfolios are then
displayed with a verbal presentation before panels of knowledgeable judges from the school or
community.
Both We the People... The Citizen and the Constitution’s simulated congressional hearing and Project Citizen’s problem-solving portfolio focus on performance-based learning outcomes. These culminating activities promote social cooperation and positive group membership and are key to gaining positive shifts two target areas: attitudes toward social inclusion and tolerance for the ideas of others.

Foundations of Democracy: Authority, Privacy, Responsibility, and Justice is a multidisciplinary curriculum that focuses on four concepts fundamental to an understanding of politics and government. The Authority curriculum is essential to successful program implementation as it offers a philosophical framework for students who are unclear as to the need for government and rule of law in their daily lives. Students are taught to evaluate, take, and defend positions on issues relevant to the concept. Authority helps students distinguish between authority and power; understand sources of authority; use reasonable criteria to select people for positions of authority and to evaluate rules and laws.

Justice helps students consider fair distribution of the benefits and burdens of society; fair responses to remedy wrongs and injuries; and fair practices for gathering information and making decisions. Privacy helps students understand the importance of privacy in a free society. Responsibility helps students understand the importance of personal and social responsibility in a free society.

Research design

From 1995 through 1997, the Center in conjunction with the Constitutional Rights Foundation conducted a project in Bell Gardens Middle School in Bell Gardens, California. The research design for the Center's School Violence Prevention Demonstration Program is patterned after the Bell Gardens project. The Bell Gardens project, funded by the United States Department of Justice, Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, attempted “to assess whether citizenship and law-related instruction, when properly implemented, can reduce certain types of violent and at-risk behavior in upper elementary and middle school students.” The project demonstrated great promise.

The School Violence Prevention Demonstration Program is employing a quasi-experimental design with control groups, pretests, and posttests on knowledge and attitudes. Control groups receive their districts’ regular social studies or history classes integrated with civics components. Both quantitative and qualitative measures are being used to determine the effect of the program during the course of the school year. Qualitative measures are assessed through focus groups, teacher questionnaires, and interviews of students and parents. The program was implemented in grades six through eight in large urban public school districts.

Identification of target school districts

Since 1987, the Center has implemented programs in civic education in every congressional district in the United States. The Center’s reputation and extensive network of professional teachers and education experts who volunteer as coordinators and teacher trainers made it possible to undertake the School Violence Prevention Demonstration Program in seven major school districts during its first year. The selection of these school districts was based on
the availability of local individuals with knowledge of and familiarity with Center curricular programs.

Tables 1 and 2 describe the demographic data for each school district chosen for the study.

**Table 1.** Data for school districts selected to participate in year one of the program

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>District</th>
<th>Number of Schools and Centers</th>
<th>Number of Teachers Employed</th>
<th>District Enrollment</th>
<th>District Operating Budget (millions)</th>
<th>Spending per Pupil</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>4,680</td>
<td>68,893</td>
<td>$393</td>
<td>$5,702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jefferson County</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>89,000</td>
<td>$434</td>
<td>$4,899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>930</td>
<td>36,170</td>
<td>913,119</td>
<td>$7,454</td>
<td>$8,163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York City</td>
<td>1,145</td>
<td>75,209</td>
<td>1,093,071</td>
<td>$9,700</td>
<td>$8,330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSD 23 (Brooklyn)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>775</td>
<td>13,224</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSD 30 (Queens)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1,686</td>
<td>27,112</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>10,595</td>
<td>192,284</td>
<td>$1,436</td>
<td>$6,720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wake County</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>5,950</td>
<td>94,850</td>
<td>$599</td>
<td>$6,318</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**Table 2.** Ethnicity of student population in participating school districts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>District</th>
<th>Percentage of District Enrollment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>23.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jefferson County</td>
<td>84.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York City</td>
<td>15.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSD 23 (Brooklyn)</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSD 30 (Queens)</td>
<td>15.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>20.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wake County</td>
<td>64.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Note: Percentages for a district may not add to 100 because of rounding.

**Staffing**

Staff for the program included a program director and administrative assistant, seven site coordinators, seven site evaluators, and one statistician.

Program Director Dr. Louis Rosen, a retired high school principal, is employed by the Center. Dr. Rosen has written several texts and articles dealing with school discipline and violence prevention including the original editions of the Center's Exercises in Participation series, which address issues of drugs and violence faced by middle school students. He is also former
Center project director for the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention/Youth for Justice and Drugs in the Schools: Preventing Substance Abuse programs.

Since the Center could not provide staff for each site, it was decided to rely on the strength of local site coordinators. For that reason, proven and experienced administrators were chosen.

**Site coordinators**

The efforts of local site coordinators proved to be crucial to the program. Their commitment was a primary factor of success. Each site coordinator was offered a stipend for time spent on Saturdays, during the summer, and after and before normal school hours to administer the program. Their experience and current positions are listed in Table 3.

**Table 3.** Site coordinators’ positions and prior experience with Center curricula

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coordinator and District</th>
<th>Current Position and Prior Experience with Center Curricula</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Williams, Brooklyn</td>
<td>Title I Facilitator, Office of Comprehensive Planning and School Improvement, New York City Board of Education. She has had a working relationship with the Center for more than eight years, including service as a national and an international consultant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loyal Darr, Denver</td>
<td>Faculty, University of Denver, and Former District Social Studies Coordinator, Denver Public Schools. He serves as a Center congressional district coordinator; helps coordinate the Center’s We the People… competitions in Denver and has used Center materials in the classroom.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Loney, Jefferson County</td>
<td>Project Coordinator, Social Studies Curriculum Resource Staff, Jefferson County Public Schools. He is a former Center congressional district coordinator and trainer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elaine Craig Segal, Los Angeles</td>
<td>Education Consultant, Evaluation Strategies, a private consulting firm in Los Angeles. She is the Center’s former director of research and evaluation and We the People… program director.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roberta West, Philadelphia</td>
<td>Program Director, Law, Education, and Participation (LEAP) Programs, Temple University School of Law. She is a Center trainer of teacher trainers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melvin Garrison, Philadelphia</td>
<td>Social Studies Coordinator, Office of Curriculum Support, School District of Philadelphia. He has been the Center’s We the People… congressional district coordinator for many years. Mr. Garrison assumed many responsibilities of site coordinators in other districts as the need arose.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Debra Lesser, Executive Director, Justice Resource Center, a not-for-profit law and civic education organization based at Martin Luther King High School in Manhattan. She coordinates the Center’s We the People… competitions for New York City schools, has served as a Center congressional district coordinator, and has taught Center curricula at the high school level.

Carleen Wray, Assistant Director, Center for the Prevention of School Violence, Raleigh, North Carolina. She has substantial experience presenting Center teacher-training sessions.

Sources: Interviews by LBJ School researchers with SVPDP site coordinators during visits to the demonstration districts, November and December 1999; statements by the SVPDP site coordinators at a planning meeting, Center for Civic Education, Calabasas, California, October 15-16, 1999.

Site evaluators

A local evaluator was hired for each site to administer tests and for classroom observations. The evaluator conducted focus groups of teachers and, whenever possible, students and parents.

External program evaluators from the Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs, University of Texas at Austin

Graduate students at the Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs served as extended staff for the project and provided invaluable assistance. Professor Kenneth Tolo lent his experience with Center programs as well as knowledge of educational program development to the study. The students produced both a midwinter progress report and an overall external evaluation report. The report is available from the Center and might prove useful to school districts or researchers who wish to replicate the School Violence Prevention Demonstration Program. Angela Hernandez, a member of the class and summer intern at the Center, contributed to writing the final evaluation and summarizing the data.

The graduate students were assigned to each site in teams:

- Brooklyn: Concetta Anne Bencivenga, Samantha Wallack, Angela M. Hernandez
- Denver: Wesley Wilson, Susan E. Woda
- Jefferson County: Susan B. Vermeer, Elizabeth Ann Witt
- Los Angeles: Tinh T. Nguyen, Delia Perez
- Philadelphia: Susan M. Kolar, Renee L. Nogales
- Queens: Jeffrey J. Goveia, Eva Marie Stahl
- Wake County: Benjamin C. Crawford, Kristopher N. Mack, Emily Anna Roth

Statistician
Dr. Mahtash Esfandiari, an experienced educational researcher in both the United States and Iran, did the statistical analyses. She is a faculty member in the Statistics Department at the University of California at Los Angeles. Dr. Esfandiari was also the evaluator of the Bell Gardens project.

**Teacher selection**

Site coordinators were asked to select only teachers who had both interest and experience in teaching civics and government. In one case, however, the principal required all eighth-grade teachers to participate even if they had no interest in the program. Although the majority of teachers recruited were competent and enthusiastic, most did not have experience teaching rigorous, demanding curricular programs with interactive methodologies. Teacher shortages in large urban school districts turned out to be a challenge to program administrators, site coordinators, and evaluators as the year progressed. In addition, some situations made program implementation more difficult than anticipated. A few classes were not appropriate in terms of subject matter or curricular fit.

Despite these challenges evaluations revealed that the program had positive outcomes on teacher effectiveness and knowledge in these sites.

Table 4 displays the results of a survey question regarding the subject area preparation of teachers involved in the program.

**Table 4. Participating teachers’ preparation for teaching social studies.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>District</th>
<th>Primary Postsecondary Subjects of Study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brooklyn</td>
<td>Education (5), History (3), Psychology (2), Political Science, Law, Environmental Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>History (4), Social Studies (2), Elementary Education (2), Computer Education (2), Language Arts, Physical Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>History (8), Social Studies (2), Education (2), Political Science (2), Speech Communications, Psychology, Liberal Studies, Anthropology, Sociology, Music, Counseling, English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>Social Studies (3), Elementary Education (3), History, Special Education, Reading, Psychology, Communications, Education, Multicultural Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queens</td>
<td>Social Studies (5), Bilingual Education (4), History (2), Administration (2), English (2), Law, Government, Science,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The program helped many teachers with limited exposure to civics and government by providing training in the subject. Participating teachers responded to a survey question regarding their background in civics. The results are indicated on Table 5.

**Table 5. Participating teachers’ background in civic education.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>District</th>
<th>Background in Civics Courses, Civic Participation, Civic Education, etc.</th>
<th>No Background in Civics Courses, Civic Participation, Civic Education, etc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brooklyn</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jefferson County</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queens</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wake County</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Districts</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: *LBJ School SVPDP Questionnaire for Teachers, November 1999.*

One of the greatest challenges teachers identified was curriculum integration. State and district curricular requirements did not always blend well with the program curriculum. Administrators and teachers showed unusual creativity in attempting to integrate the program in a wide variety of courses. Table 6 illustrates the range of courses in which the program was implemented.
Table 6. Courses in which the program was integrated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>District</th>
<th>Course title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brooklyn</td>
<td>Social Studies (7), History (2), Math (2), Reading (2), Language Arts (2), Global Studies, Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>American History (5), Social Studies (3), Gifted and Talented, Language Arts, Gifted Reading, Leadership, Reading Enrichment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jefferson County</td>
<td>Elementary Education (9), Social Studies (7), Reading (6), Writing (5), Math (5), Science (3), Language Arts (2), Spelling (2), Listening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>American History (10), Social Studies (5), English (3), Language Arts (2), Reading, English as a Second Language, Ancient History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>Social Studies (7), Reading (3), American History (2), Math (2), Science (2), English (2), World Geography (2), American Government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queens</td>
<td>Social Studies (11), Math (2), Science (2), English as a Second Language, English, Spanish, Arts, Spanish Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wake County</td>
<td>U.S. and North Carolina History (8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: LBJ School SVPDP Questionnaire for Teachers, November 1999.

Note: For each district, the numbers in parentheses indicate the numbers of responses for those subjects. The number of subjects taught at each SVPDP site does not equal the number of SVPDP teachers because some participants teach in more than one subject area.

Challenges sometimes emerged from attempts to integrate the program at grade levels other than the eighth grade, as recommended in the Center’s program design. Table 7 indicates deviation from the program design.

Table 7. Grade levels of participating classes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>District</th>
<th>Number of Teacher Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fifth Grade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooklyn</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jefferson County</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queens</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wake County</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Districts</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: LBJ School SVPDP Questionnaire for Teachers, November 1999.

Note: Five Jefferson County teachers conduct classes composed of fifth and sixth graders.
Teacher stipends, substitute pay and training sessions

Each site coordinator identified a minimum of ten middle or elementary school teachers willing to participate in the program. Participants were offered free Center curricular materials for each of their civics and government classes, a stipend of $500 to administer the program, and six to eight days of teacher professional development throughout the school year. Teachers received a stipend of $150 for each day of training held on a Saturday; participating school districts received the cost of substitute-teacher pay for trainings on school days. In addition, school districts received $10,000 to pay for site coordinator expenses and administrative costs of the program.

Meetings were held at each site with local administrators. Contracts were signed between participating school districts and the Center for Civic Education stating agreed terms for costs, materials, and responsibilities. A sample contract is Appendix B.

Research instruments

Two instruments were used in the quantitative portion of the research and two measures were used for the qualitative portion. The tests that measure knowledge acquisition are in Appendix C. Those that measure attitudinal shifts are in Appendix D. Jefferson County directed their program at grades five and six. All other districts directed the program at grades seven and eight.

Knowledge tests. The “We the People… Test on the Principles of the United States Constitution” for elementary and middle school levels were used to measure cognitive knowledge gains. At the elementary level the test consists of 30 multiple-choice items; at the middle school level the test consists of 50 multiple-choice items.

Attitudinal survey. Most school districts refuse to release information on truancy, fighting, disciplinary referrals, or other behavior data to protect the privacy of their students. It was, therefore, impossible to determine the effect of the program on behavior.

An attitudinal survey using opinion-type questions, identified by researchers as indicators of possible violent behavior, was developed as an alternative. Four areas closely related to the at-risk attitudes cited in violence-prevention research included respect for authority and the law, inclusion for all people in the social and political process, tolerance for the ideas of others, and a developed sense of civic responsibility.

Shifts in attitudes that resulted from the prevention strategy were determined by using indicator items and a five-point Likert Scale. The Center worked closely with Dr. William LaFitte, professor of evaluation studies at Pepperdine University, California. Dr. LaFitte made use of a survey developed by Dr. Ken Rigby at the University of Southern Australia titled “The Children’s Attitude to Institutional Authority Scale,” and a second survey titled the “Multidimensional Scale of Perceived Social Support,” which contained a few relevant items. The Bell Gardens project of 1995-97 also had several items that applied.

Finally, a 90-item survey was developed. Scores for each item ranged from one to five with high numbers indicating strong agreement and low numbers indicating strong disagreement.
The first version of the test was administered to 42 seventh- and eighth-grade students at Bell Gardens Intermediate School. The students evaluated each item and the test was reduced to 42 items including four open-ended questions. The Attitudinal Survey is included as Appendix D.

A test-retest evaluation was conducted in Mulholland Middle School in Los Angeles. The test was given to 59 middle school students during a four-week period. The test-retest reliability coefficient was 0.71 indicating that the test was relatively stable and students' responses to the attitudinal survey were consistent on the two administrations of the test. The split-half reliability was 0.80 indicating that the items adequately measured the concepts. Test reliability indicates the extent to which individual differences in test scores are attributable to chance errors of measurement such as indiscriminate guessing or putting scores down without due consideration. The reliability measures indicated that that the test worked as a measurement tool and the students took the test seriously.

After reliability was established the test was administered to 4,184 middle and upper elementary students in seven school districts during the months of September and October 1999. The test was given to 2,774 students in experimental groups who were to participate in the prevention instruction strategy and 1,412 students in control groups who were not.

A detailed item analysis was carried out on the attitude scores for 1,765 experimental and control subjects at the end of the program. The correlation of each of the 42 items was computed with the total score for both the control and the experimental groups. The correlation was higher than 0.30 on 39 items indicating that the items worked in the same direction as the overall test. Detailed results are presented in Appendix E.

As the program is ongoing, the attitudinal scale is being examined and modified. During the summer of 2000 some items were removed that did not adequately measure the concept under study. The items that had negative correlation with the overall score and others that appeared confusing will be eliminated and the scale reduced to a 30-point scale. Further study of the scale will be made during the 2000-2001 school year to make the scale as effective as possible.

**Qualitative measures.** Qualitative measures included the use of teacher focus groups and teacher questionnaires. Teacher focus groups were conducted at all seven sites. The focus group questions and a summary of the results are listed in Appendix F.

Of the questionnaires mailed to each of the 79 teacher participants, 68 were returned to the Center. A summary of some of the most important results are listed on Table 8. The complete questionnaire is included as Appendix G.

**Table 8. Results of the year-end teacher questionnaire**

- 78% of the teachers indicated they provided more than 40 hours of instruction in the program, 62% indicated they spent over 50 hours.
- 64% of the teachers indicated that the program fit well with the regular curriculum.
- 97% of the teachers indicated that the teacher training provided during the year helped them implement the program.
• 94% of the teachers indicated that the program fit with district standards and civics and government scope and sequence.
• 82% of the teachers indicated that the program increased their knowledge of the Constitution and the Bill of Rights.
• 76% of the teachers indicated that the program helped them teach literacy skills.

Quantitative data: statistical results of the program. All the students involved in the program were tested; these test data are available from the Center. However, because of the size of the program and the extensive amount of data from seven sites and more than 6,000 students, the sample was limited to those students whose instruction adhered to the program as it was designed. The fully implemented program as designed includes the Authority: Foundations of Democracy curriculum, We the People… curriculum and simulated congressional hearing, Project Citizen curriculum including the portfolio. Statistical tables and results are included in Appendix I.

The quantitative test data were divided into two categories:
1. Knowledge gains measured by the “We the People... Test on the History and Principles of the United States Constitution.” Test is included as Appendix C.

2. Attitudinal changes measured by the “Test of Attitude Toward Civic Education Topics.” The test was preliminarily divided into four clusters of items that measured student attitudes toward civic responsibility, authority and the law, social inclusion, and tolerance for the ideas of others. Clusters included items 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 16, 17, 18, 20, 22, 25, 26, 29, 30, 31, 34, 36, and 38 for authority and the law; 1, 4, 8, 12, 15, 16, 21, and 24 for civic responsibility; 2, 3, 6, 10, 14, 19, 25, 28, 32, and 35 for tolerance for the ideas of others; and 3, 7, 8, 15, 27, 33, and 37 for social inclusion. The complete attitudinal scale is in Appendix D.

Program implementation

Site coordinators and site evaluators conducted a series of classroom observations to identify those teachers who were committed to implementing the entire program. Due to a number of factors including tracking problems, inappropriate grade level, and lack of sufficient class time, it became obvious by midpoint that some teachers were not going to be able to implement the program as it was designed.

All teachers were observed from one to three times by either the site coordinator or the site evaluator. The form used in those observations is included as Appendix H. Twenty-one high implementation teachers were identified. Test data from students of these designated teachers were used as the experimental student sample. All test data from the control groups are compared with that from high implementation classes.

It is important to note that control and experimental group assignments were not based on assumptions as to the teaching abilities of teachers. Nor was it assumed that the control group students were of higher or lower ability than experimental group students. The experimental and control groups at each site were matched with respect to socioeconomic status, grade level, and student academic achievement level.
One objective of the program was to determine if high quality civic education instruction would have an effect on students’ knowledge and attitudes when compared with a control group. The knowledge areas are the U.S. Constitution and Bill of Rights, and the four attitudinal areas are respect for authority and the law, social inclusion, civic responsibility, and tolerance for the ideas of others. The research addressed the question of whether teachers who implemented the program as designed, i.e., high implementation teachers, would have significant results.

It was presumed that experimental group teachers who did not implement the program as it was designed would not have significant results.

**Number of students in high-implementation experimental groups and control groups**

Students of high-implementation experimental group teachers and control group students numbered as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>District</th>
<th>Experimental</th>
<th>Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brooklyn</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jefferson County</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queens</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wake County</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The total number of experimental student scores used in the statistical analysis was 1,201. The total number of control group scores used was 564. In Los Angeles Unified it was impossible to find a control group on the same track as the experimental group. Therefore, it was decided to examine Los Angeles Unified student gains solely within the experimental group. Jefferson County was the only district that conducted the program at the elementary level. The other six districts conducted the program at the middle school level.

**Statistical methods**

Each district’s experimental and control groups were pretested and posttested on their knowledge of the history and principles of the United States Constitution and in the four student attitude areas. The knowledge test consisted of 50 multiple-choice items with one correct answer for middle school students, 30 items for the elementary students. The attitude test consisted of 38 attitudinal questions based on a five-point agree-disagree Likert Scale.

The statistical measure analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was used to control for the preexisting differences between the control and the experimental groups on the knowledge test and the attitudinal survey. Group and gender were used as independent variables, pretest scores were used as covariates, and posttest scores were used as dependent variables.
Conclusions of the Study and Implications for the Second Year

The School Violence Prevention Demonstration Program was conducted in 54 schools in seven large school districts in the United States during a nine-month period. Eighty-one teachers received from 6-8 days of professional training. The first phase of the program was completed within one school year.

Research included the gathering of both quantitative and qualitative data. Quantitative data included statistical results gathered from pre- and posttests of knowledge of the Constitution and Bill of Rights and an attitudinal survey. Qualitative data included the results of focus groups in each of seven sites, teacher questionnaires, and classroom observations.

Both the knowledge test and the attitudinal survey were administered to middle and upper elementary students during the months of September and October 1999 and again in May and June of 2000. The tests were given to 4,184 experimental group students who participated in the instructional strategy and 1,765 students in control groups who did not receive the instruction. Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was used as a statistical tool to control for preexisting differences between the control and experimental groups.

The attitudinal test measured four target areas of violence prevention. Those areas were respect for authority and the law, tolerance for the ideas of others, inclusion of all people in the social and political process, and a demonstrated sense of civic responsibility.

An extraordinary amount of data was collected, with all the sites except one submitting the necessary information. The focus of the statistical results was on those teachers who did not deviate from the curriculum as it was designed by the Center. The Denver and Queens sites adhered most closely to the curriculum and exhibited the greatest positive shifts in the attitudes measured.

Findings

• There were statistically significant gains in knowledge of the Constitution and the Bill of Rights in all seven sites.

• There were statistically significant positive shifts in attitudes toward police and authority figures in six of the seven districts.

• There were statistically significant gains between the experimental and control groups in students’ sense of civic responsibility in Queens and Denver.

• There were statistically significant gains in tolerance for the ideas of others and inclusion for all people in the political and social process in Queens and Denver.

• Queens also had a statistically significant positive shift in relation to authority and the law.

Qualitative information was gathered using focus groups, classroom observations, and teacher questionnaires. Qualitative data were very positive. There was clear improvement in teacher morale and confidence in teaching about the Constitution and the Bill of Rights in all seven districts. Teachers appreciated and enjoyed receiving high quality social studies textbooks in sufficient quantity; receiving professional development in an important area of their responsibility; meeting with teachers from other schools and other districts; and learning new teaching strategies. The teachers indicated they gained appreciation for the power of
performance-based assessment strategies. They also improved their knowledge of the Constitution and the Bill of Rights. New teachers acquired skills and experienced teachers indicated they felt renewed by their participation in the program. Teachers also indicated that their students demonstrated greater interest in civics, government, and social studies as a result of the program.

**Recommendations**

**Continuing the program for a second year.** Continuing the program for a second year in the same school districts would be both beneficial to the districts and to the research study. Six of the seven districts have indicated their wish to not only continue but to expand the program. Jefferson County plans to expand to the program to its elementary and middle schools during the next several years. Denver and Philadelphia Public Schools indicate plans to expand the program to each of its middle schools. Brooklyn District 23 plans to conduct the program with primary school children using the primary-level Center materials. Expansion in these districts creates excellent opportunities to study the long term effects of the program.

**Improvement of test instruments.** The detailed test item analysis of the attitudinal survey indicated that several items had a negative correlation with the overall score. Those items were not working in the overall direction of the test in terms of positive and negative item pairs. Those items will be removed from the test. Examination and analysis of test items in both the knowledge test and the attitudinal survey should be continued the second year. Test instruments suitable for the primary and elementary students must be designed, field tested, and administered.

**Improvement of control group size.** Increasing the number of students in the control groups so that they equate more equally to the numbers in the experimental groups is necessary. This may be difficult in small rural schools where the program participants include all the teachers of a school or district at a given grade level. Adjoining school districts or schools may have a population that does not match the target schools in significant factors. Every effort will be made to overcome these obstacles.

**Professional development.** A particularly positive impact of the program has been on staff development. Focus groups and teacher questionnaires indicated positive effects teacher knowledge of the Constitution and the Bill of Rights, civics, and government. Teacher knowledge and enthusiasm for interactive and performance-based assessment teaching strategies were also a result of the first-year pilot study.

**Results of initial survey and need for further research.** The impact of the program on the attitude of respect toward the police and the law requires a more in-depth study. The Attitudinal Survey indicated especially strong statistical results on the influence of civic knowledge and teaching strategies on student attitude in this area. It is unclear why this occurred in one attitude and to a lesser degree in others.

Further study should also examine more closely why Queens and Denver had such positive results. If replication of their pattern of instruction in other districts leads to similar results, first year assumptions as to why the success occurred would be reinforced.
Phase two of the research study. Six of the seven school districts will continue the program for phase two. The program will be expanded in each of those districts. There will be more than double the number of teachers and school participants in phase two. New sites will be added in the following districts: rural areas of Alaska with large Haida and Tlingit populations – Hoonah and Sitka; the Archdioceses of Chicago and Washington, D.C.; and Native American reservations: Choctaw – Mississippi, Lakota Sioux – South Dakota, Ojibwe – Wisconsin.
Seven Case Studies

The differences among the needs and construct of the seven school districts were so great that it was decided to describe the results of each site separately. Test scores do not tell the whole story in terms of what was accomplished at each site during the first-year pilot of the program. A description of each district, what they accomplished, and a test score summary are on the following pages.
Community School District 23 in Brooklyn, New York, is a large urban school district. Schools are located primarily in the Oceanhill-Brownsville area. The district is in a high poverty area with many housing projects. The district’s students are 83.1 percent African American, 15 percent Hispanic, 1 percent other ethnicities, and .4 percent white. Eighty-eight percent of the students in the district are on a free or reduced-price lunch program based on limited parent income. Community School District 23 consists of 17 schools and centers, which employ 775 teachers and a student enrollment of 13,224 students.

Seven teachers and one social studies specialist in four middle schools implemented the Center for Civic Education’s School Violence Prevention Demonstration Program. The average teaching experience was 11 years. The middle schools in the program were: I.S. 55 Oceanhill-Brownsville Secondary School; I.S. 298 Dr. Betty Shabazz School; I.S. 275 Henry H. Garnet School for Success; and I.S. 284 Lew Wallace School. Oceanhill-Brownsville is a collaborative effort between District 23 and the Brooklyn High School Superintendency and will eventually expand from grades 6-10 to grades 6-12. The Betty Shabazz School is a progressive PreK-8th grade school. The Lew Wallace School is a math, science, and technology school. The district has a large percentage of students reading below grade level, which is not unusual for a school located in a high poverty area. All four schools serve as islands of safety for children in a high crime area.

The site coordinator, a full-time district employee at the New York City Board of Education Chancellor’s Office, worked closely with a district administrator in implementing the program. Two teachers in the district with special interest in the Center’s School Violence Prevention Demonstration Program volunteered to write a curriculum integration plan for the Center’s curricula and New York State and city standards. The framework provided by the two teachers was invaluable to the other participating teachers.

Some teachers began using the program at the beginning of the school year while others waited until the program fit more appropriately with standard curriculum. Teachers also used the materials as reading texts as well as social studies texts. Due to low reading levels of many students, some teachers used the elementary rather than the middle school materials.

Overall, the seven teachers taught the program as it was designed by the Center. Most conducted the culminating activity of the We the People… The Citizen and the Constitution program in their classrooms rather than as a public event. Teachers were appreciative of the training opportunities as well as the free textbooks. They appreciated the professional manner in which they were treated by both the site coordinator and Center staff. The teachers were a lively, interesting, and enthusiastic group who seemed to have gained a great deal from the experience.

Statistical results of the program in
Community School District 23 – Brooklyn
A summary of the statistical results of the knowledge data for Community School District 23 – Brooklyn is below the table. Specific results of the attitudinal survey are available in Appendix I.

Table 9 – Test of Knowledge

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pretest Control</th>
<th>Posttest Control</th>
<th>Pretest Experimental</th>
<th>Posttest Experimental</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25.52</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>13.58</td>
<td>40.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comments:  
Both the experimental \((t=5.38, \ p=.000)\) and the control groups \((t=4.61, \ p=.000)\) demonstrated an increase in knowledge. The experimental group scored slightly higher than the control group. The ANCOVA results were similar. The results of the experimental group were statistically significant at the .001 level.

Selected results for specific questions

Attitudinal Survey results indicate no statistical difference between the experimental and control groups during the first-pilot year. By isolating those attitudinal questions relating to the police, the law, and elected officials, it was possible to determine whether the program had any effect on change of attitude in authority-related areas. Specific selected results for questions related to authority and the law are given below.

**Question 9. The law generally treats people fairly.** The percentage of students who agreed or agreed strongly increased by 2% in both groups.

**Question 11. I sometimes do things against the law in order to keep my friends.** The percentage of students who agreed or strongly agreed decreased 0.7% in the experimental group and 2.7% in the control group.

**Question 13. The police are out to get you.** The percentage of students who disagreed or strongly disagreed decreased 8.4% in the experimental group and 6.4% in the control group.

**Question 26. Elected leaders are usually out for themselves; they are not interested in what is best for most citizens.** The percentage of students who disagreed or strongly disagreed increased 2.6% in the experimental group and decreased 5.5% in the control group.
Conclusions for Brooklyn

The results of the data showed little difference in terms of knowledge gain or attitudinal shift between the experimental group and the control group in any of the areas measured. The lack of results in the attitudinal areas may have been due to delays in getting the program started in Brooklyn.

The positive outcome in Brooklyn District 23 is the success in terms of teacher training and enthusiasm. The site coordinator is also a teacher trainer for the Center for Civic Education and was helpful in the overall effectiveness of the teacher training aspects of the program. Participating teachers responded well once they were familiar with the program and what it was trying to accomplish.

The biggest problem in Brooklyn District 23 according to the teachers was the lack of time to spend on the program. The emphasis on teaching literacy skills in the district may have limited the amount of effort and time teachers were able to devote to the program. The teachers did a good job on Project Citizen but did not appropriately implement the We the People… culminating activity. Therefore, despite strong training, the lack of time to properly conduct the program affected its success. The degree of enthusiasm and positive attitude the program helped develop in participating teachers, however, is immeasurable. Focus group comments testify that teachers learned how to use a more interactive approach to teaching social studies and that the program gave teachers the tools to make civics and government and respect for the law come alive for students.

It is hoped that by using the first-year pilot teachers as mentors the second-year phase of the program will produce more efficient teachers. The progress that teachers made during the first year in curriculum integration needs another year of development.

It should be noted that in the opinion of the Center, there is a vital need for innovative and meaningful social studies programs in school districts such as Brooklyn District 23. Programs such as the School Violence Prevention Demonstration Program provide important positive reinforcement and encouragement for a school district that often lacks supplies, trained teachers and opportunities for staff development. The importance and the contribution of the program must be measured by more than test scores.
Denver Public Schools

The Denver Public School District serves the entire city of Denver, as well as some peripheral areas. Some out-of-district students also choose to attend schools in the Denver district. Enrollment is 68,893 students in 81 elementary schools (grades K-5), 18 middle schools (grades 6-8) and 12 high schools (grades 9-12). There are also nine alternative schools. Approximately 80 percent of the students of the district receive free or cost-reduced lunches due to the income level of their parents. Twenty-one percent of district students are bilingual having acquired English as a second language. Students generally score slightly lower than the state average on standardized tests.

Six middle schools out of a possible 18 and 8 teachers participated in the first-year pilot program of the School Violence Prevention Demonstration Program. Those schools are Baker, Cole, Henry, Horace Mann, Skinner and Smiley Middle Schools. There is great socio-economic diversity among Denver students.

Horace Mann Middle School is located in the northwestern part of the city of Denver and is adjacent to a large low-income housing project. There is a high teacher turnover rate at Horace Mann where 90 percent of students are Hispanic. Henry Middle School is located in the southwestern corner of Denver and draws students from middle income, two working-parent families. Teacher tenure at Henry Middle School is fairly stable. Forty-one percent of the students at Henry Middle School are Hispanic, while Smiley Middle School has a seventy-five percent African American student population.

The site coordinator for the program in Denver is the former director of social studies for the district and is currently a director of teacher training at the University of Denver. Both his past and present positions gave him access to schools and teachers in Denver Public Schools. His frequent classroom visits may have been partially responsible for the success of the program. The site coordinator plans to have at least one teacher from each middle school in the district participate in the program by the end of the second year. The current director of social studies for Denver Public Schools has expressed strong support for the School Violence Prevention Demonstration Program.

The implementation of the program in Denver closely followed the Center’s recommendations. High school students participated as judges, along with parents, business leaders and interested members of the community. Representatives from two newspapers and two television stations attended the events. More than 700 students participated in the two-day presentation and a member of Congress handed out awards. Only one teacher failed to have students participate in the We the People… culminating activity and the Project Citizen portfolio presentation.

Special efforts were made by the teacher participants and the site coordinator to integrate the program into the regular social studies curriculum. Denver was the first district to develop a teacher’s handbook for School Violence Prevention Demonstration Program.
Statistical results of the program in Denver Public School District

A summary of statistical results of the data for the Denver Public Schools is below each table. Specific results of the attitudinal survey are available in Appendix I.

Table 10 – Test of Knowledge

![Chart showing mean scores on Test of Knowledge](chart.png)

Comments: A paired sample t-test indicated that both the experimental ($t = 14.79, P = 0.000$) and the control group ($t = 13.16, P = 0.000$) exhibited significant gain with respect to the knowledge of the U.S. Constitution. However, this gain was almost twice as large for the experimental group (gain of 26.88% vs. 14.25%). Boys demonstrated higher test scores on knowledge than girls. ANCOVA results were statistically significant at the 0.000 level.

Table 11 – Test of Attitude Toward Civic Responsibility

![Chart showing mean scores on Test of Civic Responsibility](chart.png)

Comments: Although there was little change in student attitude toward civic responsibility, the fact that the control group’s attitude had a negative shift made the difference significant ($t= 2.56, P=.011$); experimental group ($t=.656, P=.011$). Girls demonstrated a more positive attitude toward civic responsibility than boys (3.8% higher). ANCOVA results showed that the difference is significant at the .023 level.
Table 12 – Test of Attitude Toward Authority and the Law

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pretest Control</th>
<th>Posttest Control</th>
<th>Pretest Experimental</th>
<th>Posttest Experimental</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Denver Test of Respect for Authority and the Law</td>
<td>60.23</td>
<td>54.51</td>
<td>61.03</td>
<td>66.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean Scores on Test of Respect for Authority and the Law

Comments: Positive attitudes toward authority had a negative shift for both the experimental and control groups. Community police problems may have affected test scores. ANCOVA results were similar, but since the control group results (t=5.116, P=.000) went down more than those of the experimental group the results for the experimental group (t=2.725, P=.007) were statistically significant at the 0.007 level.

Table 13 – Test of Attitude Toward Including All People in the Social and Political Process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pretest Control</th>
<th>Posttest Control</th>
<th>Pretest Experimental</th>
<th>Posttest Experimental</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Denver Test of Including All People in the Social and Political Process</td>
<td>64.44</td>
<td>64.71</td>
<td>60.82</td>
<td>62.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean Scores on Test of Social Inclusion

Comments: No attitudinal shift in the experimental group (t=1.543, P=.063) while the control group had a negative shift (t=2.03, P=.043) which made the difference statistically significant. Girls scored 6.3% higher than boys on social inclusion. ANCOVA results approached significance at the .063 level.

Selected results for specific questions

Question 9. The law generally treats people fairly. The percentage of the students in the experimental program who agreed or strongly agreed decreased 2.7% after the program. The control group decreased 12%.
Question 11. *I sometimes do things that are against the law in order to keep my friends.* The percentage of the students who disagreed or strongly disagreed decreased 0.8% in the experimental group. This percentage increased 3.7% in the control group.

Question 13. *The police are out to get you.* The percentage of students in the experimental program who disagreed or strongly disagreed decreased 8.2%. The control group decreased 16.2%.

Question 18. *The police are needed for your protection.* The percentage of the students in the experimental program who agreed or strongly agreed increased 3.7% after the program. The control group decreased 1.2%.

Question 26. *Elected leaders are usually out for themselves; they are not interested in what is the best for most citizens.* The percentage of students who disagreed or strongly disagreed increased 4% for students in the experimental program. The control group decreased 17.7%.

Conclusions for Denver

The experience and hard work of the site coordinator for Denver was a key factor in the success of the program. He knew each teacher personally and is very familiar with Center programs. He also had a great many contacts in the community. The cooperation of the social studies coordinator for the district was also extremely helpful.

Participant teachers were dedicated to the program; they implemented it as designed. Their average number of teaching years was 20. The average number of instruction periods was 77 hours, which in the hands of experienced teachers is sufficient. The teacher focus groups praised the in-depth, critical thinking the program initiated when applied to knowledge of our political system, government, and the functions of authority in a democracy. Teachers felt that students became involved in analyzing the way laws are made and how politicians represent the people.

In Denver, the program began rather late and the question of curricular fit was a problem. First-year pilot teachers will serve as mentors during the second phase of the program and are prepared to solve this issue for new teachers. There also were thought provoking results in Denver in regard to the police, authority, and the law. Both the experimental and control groups had negative shifts in attitude toward police. During the school year, there were several incidents of police misconduct and poor judgment, including the shooting of an unarmed man, contributing to the negative shift.

The expansion and continuation of the program in Denver is an indication of district support for the program. Many of the administrative problems of the first-pilot year have been solved. The prospects for further success in seven additional middle schools, during the second year, is promising. There are good prospects for a longitudinal study in the district.
Jefferson County Public Schools

Covering almost 780 square miles, the Jefferson County Public School District serves the entire county with 92 elementary schools, 18 middle schools, 16 high schools, 10 charter schools, and 8 special-facility schools. These 144 schools had an enrollment of approximately 89,000 students during the 1998-99 school year. Of these students, 85 percent were White, 10 percent Hispanic, 3 percent Asian, 1 percent African American, and 1 percent Native American. Jefferson County is predominantly a suburban part of metropolitan Denver. The eastern part of the county, which is closest to Denver, has higher numbers of poor, minority, and non-English speaking students than does the rest of the county. The county made headlines in the year previous to the study and somewhat during the 1999-2000 school year as the home of Columbine High School, the scene of a devastating act of school violence. Jefferson County was selected as a site for the Center’s School Violence Prevention Demonstration Program before the violence at Columbine High School occurred.

Fifteen county schools participated in the program during the first pilot year. Fourteen of the schools are traditional K-6 elementary schools, while one serves only grades 4-6. Unlike the other sites in which the program was taught by middle school teachers, all 18 Jefferson County teachers were fifth- and sixth-grade teachers. The School Violence Prevention Demonstration Program was more easily integrated into the elementary level curriculum than middle school curriculum. The only way in which the age of the students altered program participation was in terms of holding the We the People… culminating activity as a classroom event rather than a public event.

The average teaching experience for the Jefferson County teachers was 13 years. The average amount of time spent on the program by those teachers was 110 hours. A key to the success of the program in Jefferson County was the site coordinator. The site coordinator is the director of social studies for the district. He was able to form a team composed of the deputy superintendent of schools and other social studies specialists as well as the teachers. Training sessions were well organized and professional. Every effort was made to complete the program as planned.

Statistical results of the program in Jefferson County Schools

Since Jefferson County implemented the program in elementary schools, the results of the attitudinal survey are not included in the comparison tables (Appendix I) for the middle school sites; they are in Appendix J. A summary of the statistical results of the knowledge data for Jefferson County Schools is below the table.
Table 14 – Test of Knowledge

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pretest Control</th>
<th>Posttest Control</th>
<th>Pretest Experimental</th>
<th>Posttest Experimental</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean Scores</td>
<td>49.1</td>
<td>56.09</td>
<td>57.51</td>
<td>67.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comments: The students in the experimental group ($t=8.12$, $P=.000$) scored 16% higher than the control group ($t=1.20$, $P=.232$). Boys scored 21.83% higher than girls on the test of knowledge. Girls who participated in the program scored 9.9% higher than those who did not. ANCOVA results were similar with the results of the experimental group significant at the .000 level.

Selected results for specific questions

Attitudinal results for Jefferson County indicated no significant statistical results. Selected results for specific questions related to authority and the law were important and are given below. However, perception of school safety had a significant effect on student attitude toward civic responsibility ($F=4.59$, $P=.012$), social inclusion ($F=5.212$, $P=.006$), and tolerance for the ideas of others ($F=2.893$, $P=0.058$). Students who felt that they were safe or relatively safe at school had a more positive attitude toward civic responsibility, social inclusion, and tolerance for the ideas of others than those who did not feel safe at school. Ninety-seven percent of the students in Jefferson County felt safe at school.

**Question 9. The law generally treats people fairly.** The number of students who agreed or strongly agreed increased 13.9% for the experimental group and 4.8% for the control group.

**Question 11. I sometimes do things that are against the law in order to keep my friends.** The percentage of students in the program who agreed or strongly agreed decreased 5.5% in the experimental group and 1.9% in the control group.

**Question 13. The police are out to get you.** The percentage of students who disagreed or strongly disagreed decreased by 5.5% in the experimental group and 2.9% in the control group.

**Question 18. The police are needed for your protection.** More than 80% of students in both the experimental and control groups agreed or strongly agreed with the statement.
Question 26. *Elected leaders are usually out for themselves, they are not interested in what is best for most citizens.* Experimental group students who disagreed or strongly disagreed decreased by 20.8% and the control group decreased 14.5%.

**Conclusions for Jefferson County**

Despite the fact that there was little effect on student attitudinal scores during the first-year pilot, the program in Jefferson County was successful and promising. Perhaps most encouraging was the extent of integration of the program into the standard curriculum and the district’s plans to integrate the program in additional grade levels. The degree of enthusiasm of teacher participants as well as the district administration was also heartening.

Jefferson County is the home of Columbine High School where a number of traumatic events occurred during the school year. These events and their aftermath affected the Center’s program to the extent that there is increased interest in violence prevention programs.

Jefferson County had the greatest number of teachers involved of any district during the 1999-2000 school year. The first-year pilot program focused on the upper elementary grade levels.

The knowledge test scores, 15.85% higher for the experimental group than the control group will obviously interest district administrators and parents. The fact that the scores of students in the control group actually went down should also be of interest to the district and the community.

The program indicators demonstrated an increase of nearly 10% in the area of respect for authority and the law for experimental students versus control group students. Other program indicators showed little difference.

There was a great deal of enthusiasm for the program as a means to promote student interest in the Constitution and the Bill of Rights. Several teachers introduced civics and government topics into their literacy instruction. Teachers appreciated the level of teacher training, particularly the lectures on public policy by a professor from the University of Colorado. The elementary teachers also enjoyed the substantive knowledge they received on the Constitution. Administrators and parents who observed the *We the People...* culminating activity or the “What Makes a Good Rule” lessons were impressed by the degree and quality of student participation. The majority of the teachers felt that their students’ interest in current affairs and their ability to make judgments regarding issues of power and authority increased tremendously as a result of the program.

As successful as Jefferson County was in terms of teacher training and overall support for the program, there were some problems. The program began late and materials arrived late. It also took time to develop a plan for integrating the program into the standard curriculum. It was decided that the program contained too much material for it to be accomplished at one grade level. To do justice to this program as well as other curricula, it will be split between grade five and six in phase two.

Jefferson County has great ambitions for the program during the second year. It hopes to expand the program to 18 additional elementary schools and 6 middle schools. It also will participate in a pilot study for 15 primary school classes. The Jefferson County administration sees the first-year pilot of the *School Violence Demonstration Program* as a first step in a multiyear program.
Los Angeles Unified School District serves an area of 707 square miles and a population of 4.6 million people. The district serves the city of Los Angeles and 28 adjacent cities. The district has the second largest student population in the nation with an enrollment of 720,000 students K-12 and 36,000 teachers in 424 elementary schools, 72 middle schools, and 49 high schools. Sixty-nine percent of the students are listed as Hispanic, 13.6 percent as African American, 10 percent as White, and 6.6 percent as Asian/Pacific Islander.

Seventeen teachers participated in the program in two middle schools: four teachers from Mulholland Middle School and thirteen from Sun Valley Middle School. Both schools have large Hispanic student populations. Eighty percent of students receive free or reduced-cost lunch due to the income level of their parents. Sun Valley Middle School is a year-round school with three tracks beginning and ending at different times during the calendar year. Mulholland Middle School has a traditional school calendar. Both schools are located in the San Fernando Valley section of Los Angeles in working class, Hispanic neighborhoods.

The site coordinator for the program is a former employee of the Center and former director of the We the People… The Citizen and the Constitution program. She is currently an evaluation consultant for California State University at Northridge. The principal of Sun Valley Middle School requested that every eighth-grade social studies teacher participate in the program. The average teaching experience was 13 years. There were two first-year teachers and two 30-year teachers in the program. The average number hours spent on the program was 76.

All seventeen teachers received part or all of the seven teacher-training sessions during the school year. One Mulholland teacher dropped out but the other three concluded the program and conducted the We the People… culminating activity.

Due to their year-round school calendar it was difficult to administer the program in Sun Valley Middle School. One teacher in the earliest track successfully completed the We the People… curriculum including the culminating activity. The other three teachers in the same track did not complete the program. In the other two tracks, most of the teachers completed the We the People… portion of the program. None of teachers completed the Project Citizen program citing scheduling and time factors.

Statistical results of the program in the Los Angeles Unified School District

A positive result of the program for all students is that although 33% did not feel safe at school at the beginning of the school year, by the end of the year the percentage had decreased to 26%.

There were some serious problems with the control group data in Los Angeles Unified. Sufficient numbers of students completed the pretest, but due to the uniqueness of the year-round program, control students did not complete the posttests. Results from the experimental group are reported in Appendix J.
A summary of the statistical results of the data for Los Angeles Unified School District is below each table.

**Table 15 – Test of Knowledge**  
Experimental Group Only

![Graph showing the mean scores on the test of knowledge](image)

**Comments:** The gain of 20.29 percent in the experimental group ($t=7.09, P=.000$) was significant at .000.

**Table 16 – Test on Attitude Toward Civic Responsibility**

![Graph showing the mean scores on the test of civic responsibility](image)

**Comments:** There was a statistically significant positive shift in attitude toward civic responsibility. The gain is consistent with student comments about the impact of the curriculum on their thinking ($t=2.378, P=.021$).
Table 17 – Test on Attitude Toward Authority and the Law

![Graph showing mean scores on the Los Angeles Test of Respect for Authority and the Law before and after the program.

Comments: The positive shift was nearly significant at the 0.07 level (t=1.842, P=.071).

Table 18 – Test on Attitude Toward Tolerance for the Ideas of Others

![Graph showing mean scores on the Los Angeles Test of Tolerance for the Ideas of Others before and after the program.

Comments: The positive shift was significant at the .01 level and was supported by observations of students in the culminating activity (t=2.633, P=.011).

Selected results for specific questions

**Question 9. The law generally treats people fairly.** The percentage of students who agreed or strongly agreed increased by 25.5% after the program.

**Question 11. I sometimes do things that are against the law in order to keep my friends.** The percentage of students who disagreed increased by 12.15%.

**Question 13. The police are out to get you.** The percentage of students who disagreed increased by 5%.

**Question 18. The police are needed for your protection.** The percentage of students who agreed or strongly increased by 23%.
Question 26. Elected leaders are usually out for themselves; they are not interested in what is best for most citizens. The percentage of students who disagreed or strongly disagreed increased by 24.3%.

Conclusions for Los Angeles Unified

The knowledge gains in the Los Angeles Unified School District were significant and should justify the continuance of the program for another year. Los Angeles Unified uses the Stanford 9 Achievement Test and there is great emphasis on improving test scores. If civics and government is tested in the district there should be no reason why students enrolled in the program should not have improved test scores.

The scores on attitude shifts were significant in three of the four areas. This is encouraging considering that none of the teachers included the Project Citizen curriculum and all struggled with the lack of necessary time to allocate to the program. The results of student attitude shifts toward police and authority were especially important and positive. The Los Angeles police department had very negative publicity during the year of the study. The prospect that instruction in civics and government may counteract negative community opinion toward law enforcement has important implications for the power of the program.

Nearly every teacher enjoyed the curricular materials and teacher training sessions. Many commented that the students found the program easier to comprehend than their regular textbook.

The use of a year-round school for this research study produced insurmountable problems. It was very difficult to conduct the teacher-training sessions that would have helped teachers integrate the program into their existing curricular requirements. The program was successful in terms of the quality of the We the People… culminating activity; the organization of the simulated congressional hearings was exceptionally good. Parents seemed particularly appreciative of the program. Some expressed the wish to participate in a similar program for new immigrants.
Philadelphia School District

Philadelphia is the sixth largest school district in the United States and includes 214,000 students and 12,000 teachers. There are 240 schools and learning centers. Student population is 64 percent African American, 20 percent white, 11 percent Hispanic, and 5 percent Asian. Like many inner city school districts, Philadelphia has a growing number of students at or below poverty level. The number of these families increased 8.6 percent from 1993 to 1998.

The district decided to conduct the School Violence Prevention Demonstration Program at the middle school level. The six middle schools involved were Gillespie Middle School, Wanamaker Middle School, Austin Meehan Middle School, G.W. Pepper Middle School, Conwell Middle School, and Sharswood Elementary School (K–8). Many of these schools are magnet schools of one kind or another. Instruction in the program was given to 474 middle school students.

There were eight teachers involved including one special education teacher. The average teaching experience was 13 years. The average number of hours spent on the program was 126, which is extremely high in comparison to the other sites.

As in the case of many urban school districts, there is a tremendous amount of pressure to increase test scores. In the case of Philadelphia, improvement in math and reading scores on the Stanford 9 Achievement Test is being emphasized.

The Center chose two site coordinators for Philadelphia: the social studies specialist for the district and a member of the staff of the Temple University School of Law Education and Participation Project (LEAP). The Center has a long history with the staff at Temple LEAP and has trained their staff in previous years. It was hoped that Temple LEAP and the key staff person from the school district would form a good training team. The plan worked to some extent, but time committed by the parties was not equal. For phase two the Center will employ the district administrator as the site coordinator and hire a member of Temple LEAP as a trainer.

During the pilot-year, there were problems in the district that were unforeseeable. Flooding caused evacuation and closure of one school for several weeks. Teacher strikes were threatened a number of times and financial difficulties were constant. Instability at the school-district administrative level caused uncertainty and a degree of insecurity among staff. The occurrence of any one of these problems would not be unusual, but a confluence of all of them was a handicap to the entire district and, ultimately, to the program.
Statistical results of the program in the School District of Philadelphia

A summary of the statistical results of the knowledge data for the Philadelphia School District is below the table. Specific statistical results of the attitudinal survey are in Appendix I.

Table 19 – Test of Knowledge

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Philadelphia Test of Student Knowledge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean Scores on Test of Knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretest Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posttest Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretest Experimental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posttest Experimental</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pretest Control</th>
<th>Posttest Control</th>
<th>Pretest Experimental</th>
<th>Posttest Experimental</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean Scores</td>
<td>20.69</td>
<td>33.02</td>
<td>10.23</td>
<td>46.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comments: There was a significant increase in knowledge in both the experimental ($t=10.63, P=.000$) and control groups ($t=6.65, P=.000$). The increase in the experimental group was greater. ANCOVA results for the experimental group were statistically significant at the .001 level.

Selected results for specific questions

Attitudinal results for Philadelphia for the first-year pilot indicated no statistical difference between the experimental and control groups. Selected interesting results for questions related to authority and the law are below.

**Question 9.** The law generally treats people fairly. The percentage of students in the experimental group who agreed or strongly agreed increased 10.5%; the percentage that agreed in the control group decreased by 18.7%.

**Question 11.** I sometimes do things against the law in order to keep my friends. The percentage of students in experimental group who agreed remained the same; the percentage that agreed in the control group increased by 6%.

**Question 13.** The police are out to get you. The percentage that agreed decreased in both the experimental and control group.

**Question 18.** The police are needed for your protection. The percentage of students who agreed in the experimental group increased by 15.9%; the percentage that agreed in the control group increased by 9.9%.

Conclusions for Philadelphia
There was a good gain in knowledge of the Constitution and the Bill of Rights for students involved in the Philadelphia program. This will be good news for a school district that is emphasizing standardized tests to such an extent. If the district decides to give the civics and government section of the Stanford 9 Achievement test, students who participate in the School Violence Prevention Demonstration Program should score higher than other students.

The scores in attitudinal shifts in the four areas are somewhat mixed with moderate gains in tolerance toward the ideas of others and social inclusion for all. The shift in attitude toward authority and the law was a positive result of the program in Philadelphia. The decline of 18% in respect for authority and the law for students in the control groups is alarming; the impetus for the positive shift of students in the experimental group warrants close examination by the district.

The qualitative data collected to measure the program as a teacher-training process and innovative program were extremely positive. Many teachers wanted to replace their regular curriculum with We the People…. Several teachers found the program easily integrated into the required curriculum. Other teachers found they learned a great deal themselves about the subject matter as a result of participation. Perhaps the biggest positive factor was that so many teachers indicated that their students liked coming to their classes and enjoyed school more as a result of the program. The students grew to understand that government and the law can be a force for good in their everyday lives.

Philadelphia Public School district plans to continue and expand the program during the second year and to take advantage of lessons learned during the first-year pilot. Long term plans are to expand the program during the next two years until every middle school in the district is involved. Most teachers were unable to teach the Project Citizen curriculum due to time constraints. This issue has been addressed and should not be a problem in phase two. Many first-year pilot teachers will be used as mentors in phase two.
Community School District 30 in Queens, New York, is a large urban school district with schools throughout East Elmhurst, Long Island City, and Jackson Heights. The district has a diverse, multiethnic, multiracial student population. Slightly more than 50 percent of enrolled students are classified as Hispanic, 36 percent as African American, and 11 percent as Asian. Community School District 30 has a student enrollment of 27,112. The district consists of 28 schools and centers which employ 1,686 teachers.

The Center for Civic Education’s School Violence Prevention Demonstration Program was implemented in four different middle schools: P.S. 127, Aerospace Science Academy; P.S. 204, Oliver Wendell Holmes Middle School; P.S. 141, Steinway School; and I.S. 235, Academy of New Americans, where ninety percent of students have arrived in the United States in the last three years.

Thirteen teachers originally volunteered for the program; two teachers dropped out during the year. Their average teaching experience was 13 years. There were 476 students who participated in the program in the experimental groups. The average amount of time devoted to the program was 39 classroom periods. There were 12 We the People…. The Citizen and the Constitution simulated congressional hearings and 12 Project Citizen portfolio presentations. Five teacher-training sessions were held during the year.

Some concerns raised in this district included the change in curricular program between the pretest and the posttest; the length of the test for students with poor language skills; whether to use the elementary or middle level knowledge test.

Positive factors were the enthusiasm displayed by teachers and recognition of the high quality of the teaching materials. Many teachers thought their students preferred Center for Civic Education materials to their regular textbook; students responded to Center materials as easier to read, more interesting, and easier to comprehend. Some teachers used semantic maps in Spanish and English. Several teachers were proud of student achievements in the program and made efforts to invite parents to attend the culminating activity of the We the People… program or the Project Citizen portfolio presentation.

Statistical results of the program in Community School District 30 – Queens

Data for Community School District 30 – Queens indicated definite growth in knowledge and positive shifts in attitude in all four areas tested. A summary of the statistical results of data for Queens District 30 is below each table; specific results are in Appendix I.
Table 20 – Test of Knowledge

A paired sample t-test indicated that both the experimental \( t = 12.565, P = 0.000 \) and the control group \( t = 2.466, P = 0.016 \) exhibited significant gain with respect to the knowledge of the U.S. Constitution. However, the gain was almost three times greater for the experimental group—gain of 14.63% for the experimental group and 4.7% for the control group. ANCOVA results were similar.

Table 21 – Test of Attitude Toward Civic Responsibility

The girls in the program demonstrated a more positive attitude shift toward civic responsibility than boys. (Adjusted mean of 64.41 for girls and 61.43 for boys.) The ANCOVA results were similar. Control group \( t = -0.969, P = .337 \); experimental group \( t = 1.042, P = .299 \). The results were statistically significant at the 0.041 level.
Table 22 – Test of Attitude Toward Authority and the Law

![Graph showing mean scores on the Queens Test of Respect for Authority and the Law.]

**Comments:** The decrease in respect for authority and the law in the control group ($t=2.084, P=.041$) is the factor that makes lack of change in the experimental group ($t=0.719, P=.473$) significant. The ANCOVA results were similar. The results of the experimental group were statistically significant at the 0.005 level.

Table 23 – Test of Attitude Toward Tolerance for the Ideas of Others

![Graph showing mean scores on the Queens Test of Tolerance for the Ideas of Others.]

**Comments:** Girls scored slightly higher (5.3%) than boys. The improvement in students’ attitudes toward tolerance is an important result. Control group ($t=0.264, P=.792$), experimental group ($t=2.911, P=.004$) the results were statistically significant at the 0.006 level when ANCOVA was applied.
Table 24 – Test of Attitude Toward Including All People in the Social and Political Process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Queens Test of Including All People in the Social and Political Process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pretest Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Scores on the Test of Social Inclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comments:    Girls scored higher than boys. Adjusted mean 66.7 for girls and 60.44 for boys. Once again, improvement in scores of attitude in an area like social inclusion is important. The scores in the control group went down (t=1.25, P=.214). Results of the experimental group (t=0.77, P=.442) were statistically significant at the 0.001 level when ANCOVA was applied.

Selected results for specific questions

The Queens students who indicated they felt safe at school had a more positive attitude toward civic responsibility, authority and the law, social inclusion and tolerance for the ideas of others than those who did not feel safe. By isolating those attitudinal questions relating to the police, the law, and elected officials, it was possible to determine whether the program had any effect on change of attitude in authority-related areas. There was a statistically significant effect in the three authority areas. The students in the experimental group scored 5.68% higher than students in the control group (F= 8.462, P=.004). Girls showed a more positive attitude toward authority than boys. Selected results for specific questions follow:

**Question 9. The law generally treats people fairly.** Affirmative answers for students in the experimental group increased by 7.1% in the posttest while the control group’s affirmative answers decreased by 15.3%.

**Question 11. I sometimes do things against the law in order to keep my friends.** Affirmative answers for the experimental group decreased by 4.5% while the control group’s affirmative answers increased by 2.7%.

**Question 18. The police are needed for our protection.** The percentage of experimental group students who agreed or strongly agreed increased by 11% while the percentage in the control group who disagreed increased by 4.3%
Conclusions for Queens

The Queens study shows positive results in both knowledge and attitude. It is interesting to speculate as to why the program was so successful in Queens. Certainly administration by the site coordinator and quality of teaching deserve credit. The site coordinator made certain that each teacher held culminating activities that included the **We the People**… simulated congressional hearing and **Project Citizen** portfolio presentation. It is encouraging that when the program was conducted as designed there was a dramatic gain in knowledge and a statistically significant shift in positive attitude. Plans are to continue and expand the program in Queens – District 30, and to double the number of participating teachers during phase two.
The Wake County Public School System includes schools in the county of Raleigh, North Carolina, and 11 other municipalities within Wake County. The central administration sets system-wide goals for improvement, establishes and updates the curriculum, and determines skills to be mastered. However, each school is responsible for determining how best to achieve those goals. There are 106 schools, including 20 middle schools in the district and approximately 95,000 students. Wake County Public Schools is one of the fastest growing school districts in the nation. Since 1980, the school system has grown by nearly 35,000 students. Ethnic composition is 67 percent White, 26 percent African American, 3 percent Hispanic and 3 percent Asian. There are 6,755 teachers and teacher assistants employed in the district.

The financial situation is a serious concern for the district. The failure of a major bond issue in the spring of 2000 led to grave cutbacks for the entire school system.

The school district decided to conduct the School Violence Prevention Demonstration Program at the middle school level. The seven schools that participated in the program were Carnage Middle School, East Millbrook School, East Cary Middle School, West Lake Middle School, West Cary Middle School, Leesville Middle School, and Apex Middle School. All participating schools were listed by the district as “exemplary growth, school of distinction” on the basis of test scores which indicate that at least 80% of students were performing at or above grade level.

There were originally 12 teachers enrolled in the program but changes in assignments reduced the number to 8. The average teaching experience was 13 years. Two teachers had more than 30 years of experience each. There was also one first-year teacher and one second-year teacher.

There were 726 students in the experimental groups. The average number of hours spent by teachers was 110 hours of instruction which is very high when compared to the other sites. Eight teacher training sessions were held.

The North Carolina Center for the Prevention of School Violence, an organization that had key staff familiar with Center curricula, was chosen to be the administrative site coordinator for the program. The North Carolina Center appointed an assistant to the director as the actual site coordinator.

**Statistical results of the program in Wake County Schools**

A summary of the statistical results of the knowledge data for Wake County Schools is below the table. Specific results of the attitudinal survey are in Appendix I.
Table 25 – Test of Knowledge

![Wake County Test of Student Knowledge](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean Scores on Test of Knowledge</th>
<th>Pretest Control</th>
<th>Posttest Control</th>
<th>Pretest Experimental</th>
<th>Posttest Experimental</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 1 02 03 04 0 5 06 0</td>
<td>19.45</td>
<td>36.09</td>
<td>32.06</td>
<td>50.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comments: The percentage of gain in the experimental group was 14%. Experimental group ($t=14.96$, $P=.000$) and control group ($t=6.30$, $P=.000$). ANCOVA results were statistically significant for both groups at the .000 level.

Selected results for specific questions

Attitudinal results for Wake County were not significant. However, as is the case with every district involved in the first-year pilot there were interesting results for specific questions regarding attitudes toward authority and the law.

**Question 9. The law generally treats people fairly.** Percentage of students in the experimental group who agreed or strongly agreed increased 8.2%. The percentage that agreed or strongly agreed decreased 13.2% in the control group.

**Question 11. I sometimes do things against the law in order to keep my friends.** Percentage of the students in experimental group who disagreed or strongly disagreed decreased 0.3%.

**Question 13. The police are out to get you.** Percentage of students in the experimental group who disagreed or strongly disagreed decreased 10.6%. The percentage that disagreed or strongly disagreed decreased 9.6% for the control group.

**Question 18. The police are needed for your protection.** Percentage of the students in the experimental group who agreed or strongly agreed decreased 13.2%. The percentage that agreed or strongly agreed decreased 3.9% for the control group.

**Question 26. Elected leaders are usually out for themselves; they are not interested in what is best for most citizens.** Percentage of the students in the experimental group who disagreed or strongly disagreed decreased 5.1%. The percentage that disagreed or strongly disagreed decreased 3% for the control group.
Conclusions for Wake County

The positive gains in knowledge were encouraging and important. Teachers expressed concern, however, that the amount of time required for the School Violence Prevention Demonstration Program hindered them in instruction of the regular curriculum. Questionnaires revealed that the teachers believed the program too difficult to implement with all the other requirements they had to meet in social studies.

All the participants taught part of the curriculum, but no teachers taught the program as designed; unless this commitment is made separate lessons will have little effect on attitude. The teachers of the experimental groups must have spent more time on the Constitution than teachers in the control group or there would not have been so definitive a knowledge gain.

Several teachers indicated their desire to continue the program for a second year. The district administration decided not to continue the program and cited lack of funding and administrative time as reasons. A few teachers asked the Center if they could continue the program on their own without Wake County School District support. The Center granted that request and will follow their progress.